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1. Introduction to Housing All Australians

Housing All Australians (HAA) is a private sector for purpose organisation and registered charity
with a single focus on increasing access to affordable housing. It was founded in 2019 by
property executive Rob Pradolin.  HAA believes it is in Australia’s long-term economic interest
to provide housing for all its people: rich or poor. Just like the provision of roads, schools and
hospitals, safe, affordable and stable housing is a necessity for every Australian to be productive
and be able to contribute to society.

HAA’s mission is to harness the skills and capacity of the private sector to collaborate with
private and public sector industry to address, at scale, the chronic shortage of low-income
affordable housing. See our One Page Strategy – (Attachment 1). Housing for all Australians is
fundamental economic infrastructure that is necessary to build a successful and prosperous
economy and avoid an intergenerational time bomb.

HAA’s definition of Affordable Housing is the provision of housing assistance to those
Australians who cannot afford the cost of housing from their own resources which would give
them a modest standard of living in the Australian community.

2. Housing All Australians response to the Parliamentary Inquiry into Homelessness.

HAA supports the Parliamentary Inquiry into Homelessness, where the Legal and Social Issues
Committee will inquire into, consider and report, within 12 months, on the growing state of
homelessness in Victoria, and address the following:

1. provide an independent analysis of the changing scale and nature of homelessness across
Victoria;

2. investigate the many social, economic and policy factors that impact on homelessness; and

3. identify policies and practices from all levels of government that have a bearing on delivering
services to the homeless



HAA’s submission seeks to contribute specifically to the Terms of Reference Items 2 & 3. 

ITEM 2:  Investigate the many social, economic and policy factors that impact on 
homelessness; 

As this submission will demonstrate, the factor influencing the level of homelessness in Victoria, and 
its capital cities, is a result of a significant shortage of the available supply of affordable rental housing. 
While the formation of HAA was founded on a lack of any expectation that government will take the 
appropriate steps to implement a long term strategy to solve homelessness, we are willing and 
committed to work with all levels of government, nationally, state and local if they are serious to 
explore, at scale, ways to address this critical infrastructure shortfall. 

Unless we create a significant, at scale, supply of non-market, rental housing, then homelessness 
will continue to escalate. 

This submission does not dismiss the need for greater service planning of homeless services and crisis 
accommodation. However, the housing continuum requires multiple responses. Part of the response 
is to address the available supply of affordable private rental housing to alleviate the cascading 
effect of the undersupply. 

Housing System and the Homelessness Challenge 

The Australian Housing Urban Research Institute (AHURI), a national research institute dedicated 
exclusively to housing, homelessness and urban research, has published research to explore the 
current issues and complexities of homelessness in Australia. In a recent publication, ‘The Changing 
Geography of Homelessness, a spatial analysis from 2001 to 2016’, AHURI reports, homelessness on a 
per capita basis remains highest in very remote areas and is becoming more dispersed nationally with 
concentrations in major cities growing over time, particularly in the most populous states (NSW and 
Victoria). By 2016 capital cities accounted for just under two-thirds of all homelessness nationally. 

Homelessness is rising in areas where there is a shortage of affordable private rental housing and 
higher median rents. This rise is most acute in capital city areas, specifically, Sydney, Hobart, Perth 
and Melbourne.  

AHURI research statistically demonstrates there is a strong correlation between the available supply 
of affordable private rental housing and the rates of homelessness experienced in capital cities and 
regional areas.  

Without support for alternative housing models to increase the supply of affordable private rental 
housing, this trend of rising homelessness rates will continue. AHURI estimates the current additional 
housing need in Australia to be 1.3 million households (just under 14% of households) which is 
estimated to rise to 1.7 million households by 2025.  



How Housing All Australians can contribute to addressing homelessness with government 

HAA’s primary objective is to move the public conversation on public, social and affordable housing 
away from the traditional “housing” discussion, towards one which reflects its true economic impact 
to Australian society. We recommend its reclassification as economic infrastructure; just like roads, 
schools or hospitals. 

No one can deny that shelter is not a fundamental human need. And without that need being met, 
there are resulting unintended consequences to humans in the areas of mental and physical heath, 
family violence, policing, justice and ultimately welfare dependency. For an Australia that prides 
itself on values of fairness and equity, the consequences of homelessness have economic impacts, 
and these impacts needs to be recognised, quantified and commercial investment decisions made 
accordingly. 

To achieve this, HAA believes it is important to establish the business logic behind advocating for a 
significant, and at scale, investment in more public, social and affordable housing. One of our 4 
pillars is to commission a study into the “Long-term costs of not building sufficient social and 
affordable housing to accommodate all Australians”. HAA has engaged Australian Housing & Urban 
Research Institute (AHURI) to undertake the above study, the costs of which will been underwritten 
by corporate Australia.  The results of the study will be available for public release in the second half 
of 2020. 

The outcomes and discussions around studies like the one mentioned above take time for the public 
to digest, debate and ultimately influence policy. Given the rising level of homelessness and housing 
stress that is currently both visible and invisible, this is time we do not have.  

In Los Angeles, and other American cities, the level of visible homelessness is extraordinary. At one 
point in time, there was no homelessness in Los Angeles. It has been allowed to happen, gradually, 
over a long period of time, society became desensitised. It is only when visitors arrive and are 
confronted with the reality of the problem, that the scale of the issue is recognised.  

HAA does not want Australians, in the future, to wake up one day and also say “How did we allow this 
to happen”. We must act now. HAA has come to the view that we cannot wait for government to solve 
homelessness. If change is going to happen, it will be driven by the private sector, and hopefully, with 
support from government.  

ITEM 3: Identify policies and practices from all levels of government that have a bearing on 
delivering services to the homeless. 

Pop Up Shelters 

As an immediate private sector response, HAA is focusing on existing empty buildings (awaiting 
redevelopment approval) as a way to immediately house people. The Pop-Up Shelter concept was 
developed in response to a recognition that thousands of buildings across Australian cities stand 
vacant while many of our citizens experience homelessness. Often these buildings are idle pending 
the outcome of a planning permit for redevelopment of a future use. With the collaboration of an 
appropriate housing services support agency, many of these buildings can be repurposed for short 



term shelter and used as crisis or transitional accommodation for people experiencing housing stress. 
HAA’s role is to source the necessary project development, management and construction skills 
(primarily to be provided by the private sector on a voluntary basis) in order to deliver temporary 
housing. See attach a case study on Melbourne first Pop Up Shelter – (Attachment 2) 

Pop Up Shelters alone are not a solution. They are purely a short-term response, by the private sector, 
to a country with a housing crisis. We must build more housing.  

In response to an international ideas challenge from the City of Sydney, HAA were successful in being 
selected as one of 7 ideas that would help the city with its housing crisis. As part of a public exhibition 
which commences February 2020, HAA have completed a short film which is a call to action for the 
private sector (and the public) to support HAA with this endeavour. The short film can be seen the 
home page of our website. https://housingallaustralians.org.au/  

Using existing infrastructure in the form of empty buildings with their existing showers and toilets, 
and having them refurbished by the private sector, through HAA, is a low cost solution in providing 
temporary accommodation. This type of short-term use should be encouraged.  

Recommendations: 

Policies and practices from all levels of government that can scale the Pop Up Shelter concept are as 
follows: 

1. That the Victorian Government promote the utilisation of existing empty buildings and
support HAA to scale the Pop Up Shelter concept. It could actively help identify buildings,
remove red tape and encourage the private sector to participate in providing their skills, on a
pro bono basis, through HAA. This will not have any impact on government funds. Rather it
would highlight, lead and claim the Pop Up Shelter concept as a Victorian innovation.

2. To encourage appropriate vacant buildings to be made available for short term
accommodation, the State government could incentivise the private sector by offering, at
the Treasurers discretion, to suspend the payment of land tax to the property owners IF
their building is made available to HAA and IS ABLE to be converted into short term
transitional housing and managed by an appropriate NFP like the YWCA or the Salvation Army.

3. Victorian government to consider having a requirement that for private companies to be
on future government tenders, they need to demonstrate a level of pro bono activity, as a
previous state government implemented with the legal fraternity. For example, during 2019,
Built was involved in the delivery of 18 crisis accommodation for Melbourne City Mission at
Zero profit and zero overheads. In 2020, Kane Constructions has committed, through HAA,
to refurbish an existing empty building owned by the City of Melbourne, at zero profit and
zero overheads. The approximate value is close to $1 million in forgone profit. In fact, the
entire team of building practitioners involved with this project are donating their time on a
pro bono basis. https://www.melbourne.vic.gov.au/news-and-media/Pages/Melbourne-
unites-on-World-Homeless-Day.aspx. This type of commitment in helping the broader
community “for free” should be encouraged and acknowledged.



Creation of an affordable housing model. 

As mentioned above, Pop Up Shelters are not a solution. We must build more housing. Ultimately, 
governments must mandate inclusion rezoning.  However, for this to be done properly, government 
MUST give industry a sufficient transition period to factor this additional cost into their feasibility 
studies. Without a sufficient time allowance, supply will stop as inclusion rezoning will be a significant 
financial impost and make a number of projects unviable.   

HAA has consequently developed an affordable housing model called the Permanent Rental 
Affordability Development Solution (PRADS). The PRADS model facilitates the provision of affordable 
rental housing that is delivered by the private sector as a long term affordable rental housing. It 
facilitates a supply of housing that complements the existing public and social housing system. It 
increases the supply of housing for that proportion of households that are experiencing rental stress, 
and which are not able to be currently accommodated through State provided housing or the 
registered housing agencies. It is, in effect, a version of the National Rental Affordability Scheme, but 
is facilitated under a different delivery model and locks in affordable housing for life rather than for 10 
years under NRAS. 

The housing created under the PRADS model, is rented at below market rents, to tenants with incomes 
that satisfy the definition of affordable housing under Section 3AB of the Planning and Environment 
Act 1987, the “Affordable Housing Income Levels”. This obligation will exist on title for the economic 
life of the dwelling. 

The developer and councils negotiate, in good faith, the number of dwellings and the percentage 
below market rent for which these dwellings can be rented. In Victoria, this obligation is secured via a 
Section 173 Agreement for the economic life of the dwelling. The developer can then sell the dwelling 
to investors in the private market with the rental encumbrance and an obligation to comply with an 
appropriate governance process. Through an approved private sector property manager, or a housing 
association, the private investor then rents the dwelling to the target market. As an additional level of 
governance, the model also includes the creation of an Affordable Rental Housing Register which 
identifies all affordable rental obligations, and this register is audited annually to ensure satisfactory 
compliance with the agreed obligations. This model, if scaled up for delivery through voluntary 
planning agreements, has the potential to create a significant supply of long-term affordable private 
rental housing without the need for any ongoing government subsidy. From a governance perspective, 
it will be based on a similar process that currently exists and is used with managing National Rental 
Affordability Scheme (NRAS) properties. 

As former general Manager for Frasers Property Australia (formally Australand), and the Founder of 
Housing All Australians (HAA), in developing the PRADS model, Rob Pradolin has focused on how best 
to engage the development community and to align their interests to that of government to achieve 
the necessary public policy outcomes and create more affordable housing. PRADS was formulated 
based on this concept, recognising that while the public and social housing streams of assistance are 
well defined and regulated there are other parts of the housing continuum where the private sector 
can play a part to address the shortfall in the available supply of affordable rentals. This, in the long 
term, will reduce the cascading effect that is currently occurring, where demand and housing 
vulnerability is at risk of rising due to limited supply of affordable rental properties for moderate 



income earners. We will never solve homelessness unless we create a significant supply of non-market 
or subsidised housing. 

The principles of the PRADS model are supported by a number of key stakeholders and has already 
been used by the Century Group in its development of Flinders Bank. As part of this planning 
outcome, 20 key worker housing, at 50% of the market rent, was locked in for the economic life of 
the dwellings (see Attachment 3). Please see Attachment 4 for more detail on HAA’S housing models 
which includes letters of support from Dr. Marcus Spiller - Principle and Partner from SGS 
Economics, Margaret Guthrie - Chairperson of the Public Tenants Association, Danni Hunter - Chief 
Executive Officer Urban Development Institute of Australia (Victoria) and Andrew Cairns – CEO of 
the Community Sector Banking.  

In addition, a significant body of work has been done on the model by PWC on behalf of the iMap 
councils. While the PWC assessment was undertaken specifically to assess particular scenarios put 
forward by iMap, the PRADS model can be used to create affordable housing by in sharing in the uplift 
created through a rezoning application or with density bonuses.  

The report was released in November 2019 and is attached as Attachment 5. 

Recommendations 

1. That the State government work with HAA, and its relevant corporate partners, and explore
the applicability of the PRADS model to deliver affordable housing at scale.

Build-To-Rent 

As mentioned previously, we need to build more affordable housing if we are serious about putting a 
dent in the growing level of homelessness. Over the last 15 years, as General Manager, I was actively 
involved in securing 3 significant market opportunities where the Victorian government offered and 
sold land to the private sector, in order to finance and build new social housing. These projects were 
a mixture of private and public housing and in total delivered well over 2000 dwellings. The projects 
concerned were the Commonwealth Games Village in Parkville, the redevelopment of the Carlton 
Housing Estate and a development in Westmeadows.  

As a supporter of market driven economy and the efficiencies provided by working with the private 
sector, I have always had the view that decisions to sell public land need to be considered with an 
intergenerational perspective and in long term value and interest of Australian taxpayers. This is why 
the last pillar of the HAA strategy is the development of a Build to Rent (BTR) asset class on leased 
government land (not sold) but at a peppercorn rent. The purpose of the peppercorn rent is 
economics. 

Firstly, we need to reframe social and affordable housing as economic infrastructure, just like roads, 
hospitals and schools. By both government and the private sector adopting an infrastructure 
approach, the risks and required financial yields can be reduced and, by doing so, private capital can 
be mobilised. The scale of the investment needed to properly address the shortfall of social and 



public housing is so significant that governments cannot fund it alone. But to involve private sector 
capital, the funds invested need to achieve a satisfactory return relative to the risk.  

BTR as an asset class for “middle market” rental housing in currently not economically viable in 
Australia. Discussions on tax concessions between government and industry have been taking place 
at both federal and state levels, and are needed to improve the economic viability of BTR. And while 
these discussions are worthwhile, this will take time and will not necessarily address the significant 
shortage of social and affordable housing needed.  

If, however, government land was leased at a peppercorn rent, the economics totally change and a 
pipeline of new and affordable housing supply can start to be created.  Not only that, at the end of 
the lease period, the State owns the assets that have been built (and maintained) on their land. This, 
in my view, maximises public value and it does not “sell the farm” in the process and should enable 
the state government to accelerate the development of more housing.   

Recommendations 

1. That the State government considers accelerating the redevelopment of the public housing
estates to not only provide social housing but have the capacity to provide a mix of affordable
housing outcomes that could include build to rent model on portion of the land to a private
developer that is established on a 40 year lease model, at a peppercorn rent, rather than any
outright sale. This approach should also be considered for other surplus government land that is
deemed suitable for an affordable housing purpose.

In closing, HAA believes homelessness needs a whole of system response and part of that response is 
increasing the supply of affordable private rentals. This problem cannot be addressed by government 
alone, it requires cooperation and collaboration of the private sector, of which, HAA can harness the 
skills and capacity of the private sector to collaborate with the public sector and address the chronic 
shortage of affordable rental housing.   

Thank you for the opportunity. 

Yours faithfully, 

Robert Pradolin 
Founder and Board Member of Housing All Australians 



ATTACHMENTS:

1. HAA Plan on a Page

2. Pop Up Shelter Case Study

3. PRADS Model

4. HAA’s Housing Models

5. PwC Analysis of the PRADS Model:
https://housingallaustralians.org.au/wp-content/uploads/2019/12/pwc-imap-final-report.pdf

https://housingallaustralians.org.au/wp-content/uploads/2019/12/pwc-imap-final-report.pdf


IMMEDIATE

OUR STRATEGIC PRIORITIES

OUR AMBITIOUS PROJECTS

SUCCESS LOOKS LIKE

MEDIUM TERM LONG TERM

POP UP SHELTERS ECONOMIC STUDY BUILD TO RENT AFFORDABLE HOUSING

Provide short term 
shelter in under-utilized

infrastructure

Quantify the long 
term economic

consequences of 
NOT providing 
housing for all

Create a financial
mechanism for private
sector developments 

to provide low 
income affordable 

housing mixed with 
private rental

Increase the supply 
of rental housing on
Government land 

for diverse incomes

WHO WE ARE OUR ROLE

OUR UNIQUE POSITION

OUR VALUES

Our big Vision Our single Mission
An Australia where everyone has a 
stable place to call home - no matter 
if they're rich or poor.

To harness the ability of the private sector and
collaborate to address the chronic shortage of
low income affordable housing.

www.housingallaustralians.org.au

We are a group of private sector individuals and corporates with a shared
vision that it is in Australia’s long term economic interest to house all
Australians, including those on low incomes. Unless we do, we will be leaving
a significant burden for future generations, with disastrous economic
and social consequences.
We are classified as a Public Benevolent Institution with full tax
deductibility benefits.

We are private sector group using a commercial lens to help address
Australia’s chronic shortage of low-income affordable housing. 

To harness the goodwill that exists within the private
sector to develop strategies, take actions and raise
awareness in respect to the fundamental human need
for shelter. 

To increase the availability of, and access to, affordable
housing for those on low incomes in order to relieve
poverty, distress or disadvantage. 

To highlight long term accountability and demonstrate
economically based solutions to house all Australians,
free from political bias. 

To provide a forum for the sharing of facts, ideas,
experience and private sector skills around the creation
of affordable housing options throughout Australia.

Thinking with an inter-generational perspective
Delivering long term value to Australian taxpayers
Bipartisan collaboration.

Deliver short term transitional
housing in existing buildings that

are sitting idle and going through a
long redevelopment process.

Undertake an independent national
bi-partisan study to demonstrate

the long term economic impact for
future generations of not providing

housing for all. 

Convince super funds to undertake
commercial developments on 

Govt land under a long term lease
agreement rather than Govt selling

the land to the private market. 

Create a new instrument to
subsidise the incorporation 
of low income housing into 
Build-to-Rent housing and
apartment developments. 

A simple and effective short-term
solution to combat a critical shortage
of transitional housing
5 Shelters operating in 2020
150 people housed by end 2020
Acceptance of the concept by
support agencies

We've demonstrated the economic
benefits of acting today and saving
costs tomorrow
Study outcomes are accepted as
'evidence based'
Study is utilised to create change
across the sector
Bipartisan approach adopted by all
political parties
Private sector and general public
engaged in a national conversation 

Govt retains its strategic assets for
the long term benefit of all
Australians
Super funds achieve an acceptable
return relative to risk
Improved social inclusion - a diverse
mix of people living under same roof
A compelling investment model for 
 large financial institutions
Win an urban renewal bid with a
super fund based on a lease model

Engagement with local government
to create a new financial instrument
to deliver affordable housing
Improved social inclusion - a diverse
mix of people living under same roof
Evidence the private sector will adopt
and utilise the changes
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The Lakehouse is Melbourne's first Pop Up Shelter for women in need of temporary housing (2018)
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Newly renovated spaces at the Lakehouse - all provided pro bono by the private sector
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Creating a significant supply of 
long-term affordable rental housing 

without the need for any ongoing 

government subsidy. 

BENEFITS 

1. lncteases affordable housing supply within 
developments - By having a private sector propeny manager 
the developer rewces the possible ·sagna • {righdy or wrongly) 
thal management by a commriy housing orga,jsation could 
irt1)ael � sales vabe. 

2. Lever-ages more affordable housing dwellings• Rather 
than �ftng a dwelling. this equity is awor,ioned aoss a mmbef 
of propenies with the investor payng the balance. The coss to 
developer remains same. 

3. Reduces housing system bottlenecks • The model 
direClfy iargets a SCNSC:e of the problem: u,.affotdable private 
housing. 

4. Speed -Capacity to essablish an agreed. transparE'flt 
governance model should lead to faster negotiated outcomes. It 
can also tacilitate a kM:-1 of pre-sales tw can assiSI in 
accelieraring bank fi:nancng. 

S. Mufti purpose. The model can equally apply to both 
apartmenl p,qe<:ts and land stb:fivisions. 

6. Long term affotdability -ft creates king term affordable 
housing inked to the econotric lire oC the buiding and in 
perpet:Uity affOfdable housing n tanc1 subti'lisions. 

7. Market perception and management Having the option 
to use a private rental manager to manage the affordable 
housing reduces the marketng risk tor the clevdoper. 

8. Broader inveatof market. Provides an investmerc 
product auraaive 10 smal · tn.1m and dad' inveslOf"S.. 

Housing All Australians believes that it is in Australia's long-term economic interest to provide housing for all its people, rich or 
poor. It aims to harness the ability of the private sector to collaboratively address the chronic shortage of low-income affordable 
housing. 

Houslne Al l  Australlans 

The outcome of the PRADS model is the creation of privately owned rental housing, rented at below market rents, with an obligation 
resting on title for the economic life of the dwelling. This is to be managed through an agreed governance process. 

PHASE 1: PRE-DEVELOPMENT 

Local Government 

Planning process 
Volun1ary Planning Agreement 1 

(Agreed af fordabifily provisions) 
Negotiates with developer to include 
affordable housing. 
Locks in affordability for life. 

0 Developer 

Nego1ia1es with cound 10 indude 
affordable housing. 
Achieves a sa1isfac10ty planning 
approval in a 1imety manner. 

Affordable Housing 
Rental Register 

Records developer commitment 

PHASE 2 DEVELOPMENT & SALE 

t Vduntwy Pbmn,g Agrc1-11t Ul'l!»r Scic:l,e,n 7.4 ol ht 
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Developer 

Sells affordable dwelings 
10 invesaor a1 a price 
which reflects 1 he lower 
rental obligation. 

PHASE3:RENTAL TENANCY 

■ 
Property Manager 

Reviews each tenancy 
application 

r 

Rents property at specified 
rate to low income tenanL 
Submits compliance 
information to the Housing 
Provider. 

Investor Owner 

Purchases dwelingfs 
Appoin1s a Property 
Manager. 

4� 
�ff-

• 

Housing Provider 

Appoints approved Valuer 
Colleas docll11entation 

Notifies Property Manager on 
maximum rent to be charged. 
Submits compliance 
documentation from Property 
Manager to the Affordable 
Housing Register 

Property Manager 

Manages propeny for inves101. 
Complies with governance 
requirements. 

(0) 
"-, 

Valuer 

lndependenL renlal valuation. 
Oetennines the rmrket renL 
from which the agreed 
disoooot can be applied. 
Applies ciscount 
Advises Housing Provider 

Affordable Housing 
Rental Register 

Records property has 
been delivered and 

awMing tenanL 

Affordable Housing 
Rental Register 

Ccmplianoe inrorma6on 
kepL 
Affordable housing 
ctiuellings annual audit. 

Affordable housing 
Tenant 

Very law, low or moderate 
income household.2 

Not owner occupier. 
Paying rent at no greater 
than specified rate. 
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